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Comparing water disinfection by
ozonation, UV irradiation in a brackish
water RAS for Paci�c white shrimp
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Results indicate ozone could be recommended for water
treatment in brackish water RAS for shrimp
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Recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS) for shrimp culture are usually stocked with speci�c pathogen‐
free (SPF) postlarvae (PL) to reduce the infection risk for shrimp, especially for viral and parasitic
pathogens. Bacteria on the other hand are always present in shrimp RAS and are even necessary for the
maintenance of optimal water conditions, including nitrifying and heterotrophic bacteria. The high
stocking densities typically used results in large amounts of organic material from faeces, feed not
consumed and low water exchange rates, so the load of heterotrophic bacteria can increase
signi�cantly in shrimp RAS when no management strategies are implemented for reduction of bacteria
numbers.

Controlling potentially pathogenic, mostly heterotrophic bacteria is essential in RAS shrimp production
and different approaches are used to reduce the risk of bacterial infections and to reduce the total
amount of bacteria. The goal is a general reduction of high bacterial numbers in the water and the
stabilization of a mature physiological micro�ora to prevent the establishment of potentially
pathogenic bacteria within the mature micro�ora. For bacterial reduction, physical methods such as
ozonation and ultraviolet (UV) irradiation are used, either separately or in combination

Any disinfection method may not only reduce pathogens but also can decimate bene�cial microbial
populations and favor the proliferation of opportunistic pathogens. Therefore, not only bacterial
reduction but also the stabilization of the physiological micro�ora should be considered. Most studies
conducted on disinfection of RAS waters have been for �n�sh production, and limited information is
available for shrimp RAS

This study compared water disinfection by ozonation and UV
irradiation in a brackish water RAS for Paci�c white shrimp, and
results showed that the use of ozone stabilized water microbial
composition, controlled nitrite and accelerated nitrate degradation.
Photo by Fernando Huerta
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This article – adapted and summarized from the original publication
(https://doi.org/10.1111/jfd.13238) [Teitge, F. 2020. Water disinfection by ozonation has advantages
over UV irradiation in a brackish water recirculation aquaculture system for Paci�c white shrimp
(Litopenaeus vannamei). J. Fish Diseases 43(1): 1259-1285, October 2020.] – reports on a study that
investigated the effect of different doses of UV light as well as the effect of ozone application on the
micro�ora in RAS culture of  L. vannamei.

(https://bspcerti�cation.org/)

Study setup
This study was carried out at the Fish Disease Research Unit, University of Veterinary Medicine,
Hannover, Germany, using six separate laboratory-scaled RAS. Each RAS had three holding tanks, a
bio�lter and a sedimentation tank. All RAS were maintained with the addition of food for three months
before shrimp were introduced into the holding tanks. Water temperature was adjusted to 30 degrees-C
and water salinity to 15 ppt.

Power move: Japanese energy firm
getting in on RAS shrimp

Kansai Electric Power (KEPCO) is building an RAS shrimp farm near
Tokyo, a move that could secure the firm a larger share in a discerning
seafood market.
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For both experiments, speci�c pathogen‐free L. vannamei from a commercial hatchery (Shrimp
Improvement Systems, Florida USA) were procured as PL 12 and acclimated for three weeks in a
separated holding tank. After the acclimatization period, the shrimp were transferred to the holding
tanks of the different RAS for each experiment. Automatic feeders were used in each tank, and before
and after the start of UV irradiation and ozone application, the body weights and lengths of six shrimp
per tank were recorded.

At the start of the UV irradiation experiment, the shrimp were approximately 39 days old with a mean
body weight of 0.79 ± 0.46 grams and a mean body length of 2.94 ± 0.07 cm. Shrimp used in the ozone
experiment were approximately 107 days old with a mean body weight of 5.56 ± 0.20 grams and a
mean body length of 9.65 ± 0.09 cm. For both experiments the holding tanks of each RAS were stocked
with 20 shrimp.

To assess the effect of UV irradiation and ozonization on the bacterial micro�ora in the RAS at each
sampling timepoint, water samples, swabs from the bio�lm of the tank surface and swabs from the
transition from the carapace to the abdominal segments of three shrimp were collected from each
holding tank. Swabs from the abdominal cavity of three shrimp per holding tank were also taken at the
�rst and the last sampling timepoints.

For detailed information on the experimental design and RAS setup used; shrimp husbandry; UV
irradiation and ozonation; bacteria culturing, identi�cation and diversity; and statistical analyses,
consult the original publication.

Results and discussion
We evaluated the effects of UV irradiation and ozone application in a brackish water RAS experimental
setup for L. vannamei and investigated the bacterial compositions in the water, on the bio�lms of tank
surfaces and on shrimp carapaces and in the abdominal cavities of the animals. Additionally, the
performance of the shrimp and the chemical water quality in the RAS were analyzed.

Ultraviolet irradiation and ozone application are widely used in aquaculture systems for �n�sh
production mainly prophylactically for a general water disinfection with the aim of reducing the number
of heterotrophic bacteria in the system and thus preventing the animals from disease outbreaks due to
infections with facultative pathogens. Both methods are known for many years for their use in �n�sh
aquaculture and even in shell�sh facilities, studies on the effectiveness of UV irradiation were
performed.

In general, the advantages of the use of UV irradiation over ozone application are lower costs and an
easier maintenance of the reactors. Ozone application cost more and are also very complex. However,
in RAS the costs can be lowered when other gases like oxygen are applied to a speci�c tank separated
from the holding tanks, as only an ozone reactor has to be installed and because the water in RAS
setups is reused, the amount of needed ozone is reduced as well

In our study, only slight differences in the performance of the shrimp were observed between both
methods. In the UV irradiation experiment, the shrimp from the RAS treated with UV irradiation at a
power of 9 watts gained slightly less body weight compared to the shrimp from the other treatment
groups. However, these shrimp were signi�cantly heavier at the start of the experiment compared to
shrimp from the other treatment groups, so this has to be considered. In the ozone experiment, the
shrimp were slightly shorter compared to those of the control group after 31 days.
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Regarding the chemical water quality, UV irradiation led to a reduced amount of ammonia in the water
of RAS only when UV reactors with a power of 9 Watt were used, and no reducing effect was seen for
the concentrations of nitrite and nitrate. Ozone application on the other hand prevented a nitrite
increase and led to a faster decrease of nitrate compared to the control RAS. This bene�t of ozone is
widely known and makes ozone even more effective in RAS than UV irradiation

The main focus of our study was the in�uence of the two disinfection methods on the bacterial
community composition in the water, on bio�lms of tanks and shrimp carapaces and on the bacteria
present in the abdominal cavity of the shrimp. The bacterial community was analyzed by culture
techniques followed by molecular biological identi�cation. Not all bacterial species present in the

Fig. 1: Body length (cm) and body weight (grams) of L. vannamei
before and 42 days after treatment of the holding water with 0 W
(control), 7 W and 9 W UV light. The �gure is showing the mean values
of two RAS with each two holding tanks for every treatment. The
statistically signi�cant differences between the treatments are
marked by different letters.

Fig. 2: Concentration of ammonia (NH4), nitrite (NO2), nitrate (NO3),
dissolved organic carbon (DOC), total organic carbon (TOC) and
�lterable substances in six RAS stocked with L. vannamei and treated
with 0-watt (control), 7-watt and 9-watt UV light. Shown are mean
values and standard deviations of measurements of and before and 7,
28 and 42 days after start of a continuous UV irradiation and of DOC,
TOC and �lterable substances before and 28 and 42 days after start
of a continuous UV irradiation. The statistically signi�cant differences
between the treatments are marked by different letters.
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samples might be detected by cultivation methods because not all bacteria grow on agar plates, and
this has to be considered when interpreting the data. However, the main bacterial species in aquaculture
systems belong to the γ‐Proteobacteria and are culturable.

Our data showed that the total bacterial amount in the water could not be decreased signi�cantly over
time neither by UV irradiation nor by ozone application. After application of ozone the bacterial
numbers in water stayed at a similar level during the complete experiment, but in the RAS treated with
7-watt UV light the total bacterial numbers increased until the end of the trial. Since practical conditions
were to be tested in the present study, UV irradiation with a power recommended by the manufacturer
for the given water volume was used. Using higher powers of UV irradiation could have achieved a
greater reduction of the total bacteria numbers.

In our study, a reduction of Vibrio spp. could not be achieved by UV irradiation or ozone application. In
general, the composition of bacterial genera stayed very stable and comparable to the control RAS in
the ozone experiment and changed to a larger extent in the UV irradiation experiment. But after ozone
application, we observed a shift in the detected Vibrio species: the number of V. alginolyticus – a
potential pathogenic bacterium for shrimp that was detected in high numbers before the start of both
experiments – decreased signi�cantly over time after treatment with ozone and was not detected
anymore on the carapaces of shrimp at the end of the experiment. Concurrently, the number of
potentially pathogenic V. parahaemolyticus increased.

In our UV irradiation experiment, the number of V. alginolyticus decreased far less and was still highly
abundant on day 42 in the bio�lms of tank surfaces and on the carapaces of shrimp, especially in the
RAS treated with 9-watt UV light. And the number of V. parahaemolyticus concurrently increased in this
RAS. V. alginolyticus is known for forming bio�lms that are able to survive UV treatments. Our results
suggest that V. alginolyticus could be eliminated from the RAS by ozone but not by high dosage of UV
irradiation. The reason for this different effect on V. alginolyticus was probably that a certain number of
these bacteria was organized in bio�lms and UV irradiation could only reduce bacteria in the circulating
water. This underlines the statements from other, previous studies emphasizing that care must be used
when determining the effective ozone or UV dose to achieve disinfection, because speci�c pathogens
may require much higher doses for effective inactivation.

In our trials, the application of ozone showed advantages over disinfection by UV irradiation because
the chemical water quality was improved and the micro�ora in the whole systems was more stable. Our
previous studies on the microbial community in freshwater RAS had shown that a stable micro�ora
appears to be very important to avoid the rapid growth of potentially pathogenic (to �sh) bacteria.
Bio�lms can especially act as reservoirs for potentially pathogenic bacteria, and therefore, stable
bio�lms formed by harmless bacterial species, like we observed in the ozone trial, could reduce the risk
of infections caused by opportunistic pathogens.
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In general, the bacterial composition in the RAS changed to a greater extend after UV irradiation but
stayed relatively stable and comparable to those of the untreated control RAS after ozone application.
Differences in the microbial community in RAS can be due to disinfection but also to varying water
exchange and reduced feed inputs. Therefore, general management strategies in RAS are at least as
important as disinfection measures. We had previously shown that the combination of ozone
application followed by UV irradiation was more effective compared to the use of only one method
alone in reducing bacteria counts in freshwater aquaculture systems. We did not test the combined
effect of UV irradiation and ozone application and suggest further studies in brackish water RAS for
shrimp to evaluate these combined effects.

Perspectives
Based on the results of our study, the use of ozone in brackish water RAS for Paci�c white shrimp has
bene�cial effects on chemical parameters and stabilizing effects in the microbial water quality. In
contrast, UV irradiation was less effective in optimizing the chemical water quality and led to more
signi�cant changes in the microbial composition. This might have an in�uence on the stability of the
physiological micro�ora over time. Because of these results and as no negative effects in the animals
were seen after ozone application, its use in shrimp RAS appears adequate.

Authors

Fig. 3: Colony‐forming units (CFU) in the water of six RAS stocked with
L. vannamei treated with 0-watt (control), 7-watt and 9-watt UV light
before and 7, 28 and 42 days after start of a continuous UV
irradiation. Shown are mean values and standard deviations of CFU
from two RAS with two holding tanks each per treatment. The
statistically signi�cant differences between the treatments are
marked by different letters.
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